Name____________________ Period _____

Making Words
Directions: Unscramble the strip of letters at the bottom of the page. Try to move the
letters around to make 3-letter words. How many words can you make? Write them in the
box. Can you make any four-letter words? Five-letter words? Can you make any other
words? Can you guess the SECRET WORD all these letters make?

Three-letter Words:

Four-Letter Words:

Five-letter Words:

Other words:

Students: total up how many words you have… you must have at least 25 words!
Total words

Do you know the secret words?
__ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Unscramble these letters:

E E E E I C C F L N R R S T T
Clue: This slightly horseshoe-shaped region is able to support many crops and
animals, and a vibrant civilization…

Weekend

Due Mon. 10/3 & Tues. 10/4

WEEK 7

Name:

Sequence

DAY 4

Pay attention to the dates and events described in the passage.

READ THE PASSAGE

The Cliff Dwellers
Mesa Verde, which means “green table” in Spanish, is a high plateau in Colorado. Made of sandstone
and shale, this plateau rises almost 2,000 feet above surrounding land. The mesa has many canyons with
streams and rivers running through them. At the tops of the rocky canyon walls, there are many overhangs
and cave-like alcoves that have formed from water seeping into the sandstone.
People first came to Mesa Verde sometime around ad 550. These early inhabitants dug into the floors
of the alcoves, creating what are now called pit houses. Around 750, people moved out of the pit houses in
the canyon walls and built above-ground houses from mud and stone. Then, around the year 1200, they
returned to the alcoves in the canyon walls.
Nobody knows why the people returned to the cliff pit houses. They may have feared attack from other
groups and believed the alcoves offered better protection. They may have wanted better shelter from the
wind and blistering sun. Whatever the reason, the cliff dwellers stayed less than a hundred years in the pit
houses after they had moved back.
By 1300, the cliff dwellings had been abandoned, probably because of a severe drought in the area.
It wasn’t until over four hundred years later that cowboys, trappers, and prospectors began to visit and
photograph Mesa Verde, astonished by the sight of hundreds of cliff houses built into the walls of
the canyons.

SKILL PRACTICE

Read each question. Fill in the bubble next to the correct answer.

1. According to the passage, which event
happened last?
 Mesa Verde inhabitants created pit houses.

3. The Mesa Verde inhabitants returned to the
.
alcoves in canyon walls
 before ad 550

 Water seeped into the rock and created alcoves.

 around 750

 Cowboys, trappers, and prospectors learned

 around 1200

of the cliff dwellings.

 Cliff dwellers abandoned the canyon walls

because of drought.

2. What kind of homes did the Mesa Verde
inhabitants first build?
 pit houses
 cave houses
 stone and mud houses

 after 1300

4. What were the last homes that the Mesa Verde
people inhabited?
 cliff tops
 pit houses
 stone and mud houses
 wooden houses

 wooden houses
STRATEGY PRACTICE
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Describe how you visualized the cliff dwellings of the Mesa Verde people.
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